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Saturday, July 13 of 2019

APPARITION OF THE VIRGIN MARY, IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS,
BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.
 
Feel within you, the light of the Center of Figueira, receive from the Father His Divine Grace, Grace
that congregates you, time and again ,to be able to fulfill His holy Will.

It is this light of the Center of Figueira that brings you from ancient times to the present in order to
be able to serve and live in the Son of God, to be able to proclaim and announce His advent, His
arrival.

Therefore, My children, I am here with you, just as I was yesterday, during the Prayer for Peace in
the Nations, in which the Father felt the prayer of the children, the request of the most small and
innocent ones.

His pure and eternal Heart was touched, and His Mercy and His Grace poured upon the world, upon
the most innocent children that needed spiritual help.

All of this impulse and all this purpose is moved by a greater motive.

Even for an unknown reason that comes from the Eternal and invisible. It is the Father that unites
and congregates you in Love to be able to serve His Son and His Work, to be able to testify to His
Presence within you and in each heart of this humanity, which seeks in this time the powerful light
of Christ.

Everything that has been built in the Center of light of Figueira is for love, it is for a devotion that
descended from above and touched your spirits at some moment.

This is what brought you here up until now, so that in these times and in this cycle, you might open
the doors to all of humanity and to the entire planet, to be able to carry the same impulse and the
same conviction of being in God, and thus to announce it to your brothers and sisters, to the seekers
of peace, to the seekers of good, to those who wait for Mercy.

This Center of Light of Figueira brings you the Truth, the revelation of the purpose and the
manifestation of the Will.

After thirty years, everything has been a preparation for these current times and for this cycle of
great events where humanity faces a definitive inner moment, in which humanity may or may not
cross the doorway to the new.

From this Center of Light today, I also bring you the tools of God, His most perfect instruments that
He asked to create and manifest in the Universe so that Universal Life might exist, and so that this
Universal Life would reach everyone, each one at their time and moment. So that at the moment of
awakening, they might discover the Sacred Knowledge and the essence that moves all of this
Universe, which is the Fount of the Love of God.
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This is the great Fount that permits all and that grants all, also for this current time, in which
humanity undergoes its definitions and its tests, in which the union with the Heights will be what is
fundamental for everyone, in order to be in the right and in the correct, to be bathed by the Wisdom
and the Science that comes from God and that impels the manifestation and the concretion of His
Work, not only in the Light-Communities, but also in the Nations, in the peoples, in the cultures,
which must awaken just as you have done, to the light of the Center of Figueira.

Within it are still held the mysteries that, someday, humanity will know when its love and devotion
for God is more profound and true. But you, who as servers and as a Work were prepared a long
time ago, this is the moment to make known to the world what God has expected so much, that
through the Sacred Centers and the Marian Centers, humanity may recover its innocence and purity,
to be able to be again in God and in His Presence, to sustain this world that will tremble and shake,
to maintain the Bases of Light on the surface of the Earth, in an absolute and sacred brotherhood, to
be able to help those who need it the most, to be able to recover the values of each culture and of
each people, so that neither faith nor trust in the Father may disappear.

All of this is moved by the light of the Center of Figueira, which donated itself and surrendered
from the beginning for this task and that today is spiritually conscious for all. For all who once had
the grace of awakening here, and through here, carrying within them this light that is moved by a
Greater Purpose and that is present in this time for a greater reason.

But so that all this may be possible, My children, God chose one of His Children, who today is no
longer present among you, but rather omnipresent in spirit, in essence, in love and devotion together
with the Messengers of the Father and His angels.

The essence of light of the Center of Figueira embodied and manifested among you and brought to
the world the opportunity of surviving and of overcoming the end of times through love for
instruction and devotion to the sacred, as well as reverence for the Hierarchy.

A part of the light of the Center of Figueira came to meet you, for some it was many years ago, to
others a short time ago, and to other children, recently. But many more will come, moved and
attracted by his light of the Center of Figueira, that for a long time was pronounced through the
word, through the knowledge and the instruction that prepared your hearts for this moment, that
prepared the bases for this time and that brought to the world the opportunity of sustaining,upon the
surface of the Earth, union with the Hierarchy.

This part of the light of the Center of Figueira came from a very faraway place of the Universe, just
as many of you came in different moments and times.

This light of the Center of Figueira once awoke in the consciousness of José Trigueirinho so that
life in community, life in brotherhood, life in service and in prayer  might be built and manifested.

The past is not separate from the present. The light of the Center of Figueira manifested in the early
times, when the world needed a great change in consciousness, just like in this time and in this
cycle. Its bases were founded, its areas of light were built, and the souls arrived and will arrive,
because everything is united in the same purpose and in the same essence.

Therefore, My children, with all this, understand the Will of God and how this Will works and
manifests in humanity, and especially in those who serve the Eternal Father.
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Today, July 13, the end of a synthesis is fulfilled, of the experience that Jose Trigueirinho lived and
shared with you, not only as brother, but also as soul united to your group of souls. And today, after
this synthesis, a new stage begins. A stage and a cycle that will also have repercussions in you and
in the Work, because the fruits of Figueira are already ripe to be harvested and to be donated in
service to the world and to the souls that are thirsty for true Instruction, just as you had at some
moment, My children.

May the expansion of this purpose of the Center of Light of Figueira remain within you, so that not
only here, but also in the world, the needed help may be received, the help that comes from the
Hierarchy and which you, just as Jose Trigueirinho, may be the next testimony for the new time.

The testimony that will leave the experience of service in humanity so that, as a chain of light and of
love, other souls may find the same opportunity and the same experience of being able to help and
nourish themselves from the light of the Center of Figueira.

Recognize, on this day, the great Grace that you have received, although you are not totally
conscious. And how this Grace, for this cycle, has expanded and been shared with the nations and
with other peoples.

Today we talk of a universal Work and not of an individual work. Today we talk of a group Work
and not of a personal work.

This is the time to open the doors for everyone, because all deserve to receive the opportunity for
awakening and for instruction. It is time to welcome. It is time to listen. It is time to receive one's
neighbor with joy, the one who comes seeking the peace, the hope and the Love of God.

Thus, the impulses of the Hierarchy will never be missing for you, and when the great aspiration
and goal has been fulfilled, you will be the heralds of this knowledge received and of this Sacred
Temple that Figueira represents for humanity. And thus, its essence of light will be shared and
expand in other Sacred Centers where new communities will emerge to welcome different peoples
and cultures, to share and serve in fraternity.

Receive, on this day, the light of the Center of Figueira and commune with it in renewal and faith.

History must keep being written. Your brother and companion, Jose Trigueirinho, was an
instrument in God's Hands. Today, you must be the instruments in the Hands of the Father so that
He may keep writing His Will.

I thank you for listening and responding to My call, and I invite you, My children, to listen to this
Message again, because I have left in it the impulses that you need to keep moving forward in
perseverance and in faith, in love for the purpose and in devotion for the Hierarchy.

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.


